Oracle Chooses AnyChart Solution for
Latest Release of Oracle® Application Express

Oracle Application Express is a Web-based application development tool integrated with all editions of Oracle Database 10g and Oracle9i Database Release 2. It enables users with limited programming skills to easily develop secure Web applications that run inside their Oracle Database and scale to support tens, hundreds or thousands of users.

Challenges:
- Replace aging SVG charting developed in house with a flash solution.
- Provide Oracle Application Express Developers out-of-the-box Flash charting

Solution:
- Implemented 18 types of charts configured through core-XML AnyChart configuration.
- Using AJAX-based interaction created an on-the-fly chart configuration tool.
- Successfully launched 3rd version along with an SVG to Flash migration tool.

Oracle Application Express Release 3.0 with Flash Charting is now available for download from [http://apex.oracle.com](http://apex.oracle.com)

Currently, Oracle estimates that approximately 100,000 developers are using Oracle Application Express.
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“AnyChart technology has allowed us to significantly improve Oracle Application Express’s charting capabilities.” – Michael Hichwa, vice president of software development, Oracle.

“We are extremely pleased with the capabilities and usability of AnyChart and we're confident that our customers will take full advantage of the integration as well.” – Marco Adelfio, APEX Developer, Oracle
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